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Oiciie trafc t  oiaiciac 

service websites is steady.

As a relatively stable industry, fnancial services 

received a consistent fow oo online trafc t roui out 

2 202 Accordini to our data, t ere was a slii t uptick 

in trafc in narc  as well as durini g  2 202 . is latter 

spike was likely in response to increased consumer 

spendini durini t e busy  oliday s oppini period2
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91% of trafc in t e enanciac 

services industry comes from 

unpaid sources.

Earned (or unpaid) trafc was a huge driver of site 

visits this year, with 91% of web trafc on nnance 

websites coming from earned sources. 
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Whatithisimeans:
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Visitors prefer to research on 

desktop devices.

The average time spent per session on mobiae was just 2 

minutes, compared to 3 minutes and 31 seconds on 

desktop. It appears that users on fnanciaa services sites 

prefer to do more research when using a desktop device.
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What this means:

 

Consumer trends for web activity greatly difer 

between mobile and desktop – in this case 

demonstrating how session duration metrics 

and device usage can correlate with page 

engagement and conversions. The CX between 

mobile and desktop visits should be diferent to 

achieve optimal results for each audienceã so 

consider building unique journeys that are 

tailored to meet the expectations of both the 

casual mobile browsing sessions and the 

analytical desktop sessions.

Bounce rates for fnanciaa 

services websites 

increased by 23% between 

2020 and 2021. 

58% is the iverige bounce rite in the fninciia 

services industry in 2021, up from 47% in 2020Ð
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What this means:
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The average time spent on 

conversion sessions was 

higher on Ees�top¶ 

The iverige time spent on conversion sessions wis 8 

minutes ind 54 seconds. When we breik this down by 

device, our diti suggests fninciia services visitors 

spend more time browsing before converting on 

desktop hÒÒ minutes ind 36 seconds] thin on mobiae h6 

minutes ind ÒÓ seconds]. 
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What this means:

 

Financial services brands need to better 

understand their mobile vs desktop split and 

prioritize their digital strategy accordingly. For 

example, how can you optimize lengthy 

customer journeys and required forms for your 

mobile customers? Or if lots of people bounce 

before completing a transaction on desktop, 

how can you better cater to the intent of the 

bounced audience to ensure they complete 

their journey?

Visitors stiy `ibove the foad’ 

whea browsiag faiaciia 

service websites.

Sceoll eitee in fninciil eeericee eeceeieee  eoo 64% in 

2020 to 54% in 202Òã it’e cleie thit fninciil eeericee 

ehoÝle inreet eooe ooee tioe in oÏtioi�inÔ theie 

online content. 
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What this means:

 

The data suggests that fnancial service 

customers view just half the page on average, 

which means some of your digital eforts might 

be wasted. This also suggests an increased level 

of familiarity amongst consumers with ‘above 

the fold’ content, setting the expectation that 

anything worth discovering should be at the top 

of any page. Brands should consider creating 

simpler pages whenever possible, and 

dynamically engaging pages when long-form 

content is necessary. Remember that page 

design is about delivering value, and scroll rate 

is an indication metric of how well your brand 

accomplishes this goal.

The probability of bounce 

increases by 32% when page 

load time goes from 1 to 3 

seconds. (Google)

Financial services brands don’t have much time to 

meet or exceed visitor expectations. Visitors ëant 

results and they expect them to occur immediately, 

especially given our collective digital fatigue thanks to 

the pandemic.
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What this means:

 

Speel is one of the biggest factors for risitor 

experience perception. Costomers often prioritize 

speel abore all else in tolay’s ligital ëorll, so 

this really cooll be a make or break for yoor 

bosiness. At a minimom, fnancial serrices shooll 

aim to nail all of their Core Web Vital scores.

59% of visits ire returning 

users icross the fninciia 

services industry.

Financial services saw the biggest portion of their 

trafc come from returning users in 2 21, which is to be 

expected as one wouldn’t switch to a new bank very 

often. With just 41% of new visitors, it’s clear that many 

customers remained loyal to the banking and 

insurance brands they know and love.
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What this means:

 

The percentage of returning users reafrms the 

value of customer retention programs and a CX 

strategy that accounts for the diferentiated 

needs of a customer visiting the site versus a 

neë visitor. snsure your demand strategy 

doesn’t detract from the desired experience of 

your current customers. And make sure to spend 

time understanding exactly hoë and ëhy your 

visitors hneë and returning] Ûehave the ëay 

they do online at each stage of their journey.

Thc irceigc iompactioa 

eitc foe faiaiiia sceriics 

is 0.2%. 

Financial services tas a low averaae completion rate 

of 0.2%, wtict is sianifcantll under tte averaae 

conversion rate across all industries (2.3%). 
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What this means:

 

Financial services brands should spend more 

time optimizing customer journeys to increase 

the number of people taèing the desired action 

online, whether it be applying for a loan, 

opening a new checèing account, or scheduling 

a call with a fnancial advisorr  hile it’s true that 

“conversions” are harder to come by in fnance 

(largely due to the nature of the sector), this 

metric is still a measure of success, and less 

than Òl on average is lowr

60% of trifc  i t e 

fiiic ia serr ces  iddstrr 

comes from desktop.
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Whatlthislmeans:
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10 Key Findings from the 
2022 Financial Services Digital Experience 

Benchmark Report 

1 Online trafc to fnancial 
service websites is steady. 

As a relatively stable industry, fnancial services 
received a consistent fow of online trafc throughout 
2021. According to our data, there was a slight uptick 
in trafc in March as well as during Q4 2021. This latter 
spike was likely in response to increased consumer 
spending during the busy holiday shopping period. 

What this means: 

The number of sessions per month is a great 
indicator of how well your marketing eforts 
are working. As a professional in the fnancial 
services industry, you spend so much time 
building and optimizing your website, but how 
are users fnding it? How many users? And on 
what devices are they browsing? Looking at 
these key CX metrics will help you determine 
how your fnancial services site is performing. 

2 60% of trafc in the fnancial 
services industry comes from 
desktop.

Even with the growth of mobile banking and the 
widespread uptake of online banks, users still love to 
browse fnancial services on desktop, which accounts 
for 60% of online trafc. In fact, mobile trafc dropped 
from 40% in 2022 to 37% in 2021. 

What this means: 

Clearly, visitors prefer to access banking sites on 
desktop devices, a preference likely attributed 
to larger screen sizes to make completing their 
important banking transactions easier. While 
mobile trafc isn’t dominating the industry yet, 
it’s still an important channel for digital natives. 
Instead of thinking mobile-only, fnancial 
services should prioritize optimizing both 
desktop and mobile experiences. 

3 91% of trafc in the fnancial 
services industry comes from 
unpaid sources. 

Earned (or unpaid) trafc was a huge driver of site 
visits this year, with 91% of web trafc on fnance 
websites coming from earned sources. 

What this means: 

With fewer providers in the space (compared 
to other industries) plus many long-standing 
and recognizable brands, fnancial services 
companies have less competition than other 
industries, which helps to explain why paid 
trafc is minimal in this sector. This indicates a 
high value in SEO investments versus demand 
generation for paid trafc sources. 

4 59% of visits are returning 
users across the fnancial 
services industry. 

Financial services saw the biggest portion of their 
trafc come from returning users in 2021, which is to 
be expected as one wouldn’t switch to a new bank 
very often. With just 41% of new visitors, it’s clear that 
many customers remained loyal to the banking and 
insurance brands they know and love. 

What this means: 

The percentage of returning users reafrms the 
value of customer retention programs and a CX 
strategy that accounts for the diferentiated 
needs of a customer visiting the site versus a 
new visitor. Ensure your demand strategy doesn’t 
detract from the desired experience of your 
current customers. And make sure to spend time 
understanding exactly how and why your visitors 
(new and returning) behave the way they do 
online at each stage of their journey. 

5 Visitors prefer to research on 
desktop devices. 

The average time spent per session on mobile was just
2 minutes, compared to 3 minutes and 31 seconds on
desktop. It appears that users on fnancial services sites
prefer to do more research when using a desktop device. 

What this means: 

Consumer trends for web activity greatly difer 
between mobile and desktop – in this case 
demonstrating how session duration metrics 
and device usage can correlate with page 
engagement and conversions. The CX between 
mobile and desktop visits should be diferent 
to achieve optimal results for each audience, 
so consider building unique journeys that are 
tailored to meet the expectations of both 
the casual mobile browsing sessions and the 
analytical desktop sessions. 

6 Visitors stay `above the fold’ 
when browsing fnancial 
service websites. 

Financial services average scroll rates decreased
from 64% in 2020 to 54% in 2021, making it clear that
the industry should invest more time in optimizing
content. 

What this means: 

The data suggests that fnancial service 
customers view just half the page on average, 
which means some of your digital eforts might 
be wasted. This also suggests an increased 
level of familiarity amongst consumers 
with ‘above the fold’ content, setting the 
expectation that anything worth discovering 
should be at the top of any page. Brands 
should consider creating simpler pages 
whenever possible, and dynamically engaging 
pages when long-form content is necessary. 
Remember that page design is about delivering 
value, and scroll rate is an indication metric of
how well your brand accomplishes this goal. 

7 Bounce rates for fnancial 
services websites 
increased by 23% between 
2020 and 2021. 

58% is the average bounce rate in the fnancial 
services industry in 2021, up from 47% in 2020. 

What this means: 

With over half of visitors bouncing, fnancial
service brands should consider analyzing their
homepage scroll rate, bounces above the fold,
content engagement patterns for bounced
visitors and further refne their site indexing
and high-trafc landing pages to ensure
visitors are fnding content that is relevant,
engaging and useful. 

8 The probability of bounce 
increases by 32% when page 
load time goes from 1 to 3 
seconds. (Google) 

Financial services brands don’t have much time to 
meet or exceed visitor expectations. Visitors want 
results and they expect them to occur immediately, 
especially given our collective digital fatigue thanks to 
the pandemic. 

What this means: 

Speed is one of the biggest factors for visitor 
experience perception. Customers often prioritize 
speed above all else in today’s digital world, 
so this really could be a make or break for your 
business. At a minimum, fnancial services should 
aim to nail all of their Core Web Vital scores. 

9 The average time spent on 
conversion sessions was 
higher on desktop. 

The average time spent on conversion sessions 
was 8 minutes and 54 seconds. When we break 
this down by device, our data suggests fnancial 
services visitors spend more time browsing before 
converting on desktop (11 minutes and 36 seconds) 
than on mobile (6 minutes and 12 seconds). 

What this means: 

Financial services brands need to better 
understand their mobile vs desktop split and 
prioritize their digital strategy accordingly. 
For example, how can you optimize lengthy 
customer journeys and required forms for your 
mobile customers? Or if lots of people bounce 
before completing a transaction on desktop, 
how can you better cater to the intent of the 
bounced audience to ensure they complete 
their journey? 

10 The average completion 
rate for fnancial services 
is 0.2%. 

Financial services has a low average completion 
rate of 0.2%, which is signifcantly under the average 
conversion rate across all industries (2.3%). 

What this means: 

Financial services brands should spend more 
time optimizing customer journeys to increase 
the number of people taking the desired action 
online, whether it be applying for a loan, opening 
a new checking account, or scheduling a call 
with a fnancial advisor. While it’s true that 
“conversions” are harder to come by in fnance 
(largely due to the nature of the sector), this 
metric is still a measure of success, and less than 
1% on average is low. 

For even more data and insights on the 
travel and hospitality industry, check 
out the 2022 Financial Services Digital 
Experience Benchmark Report. 
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